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Carbon Pricing under Political Constraints

Insights for Accelerating Clean Energy Transitions

Jesse D. Jenkins and Valerie J. Karplus

3.1 INTRODUCTION

For decades, the economically efficient prescription for the severe conse-
quences of global climate change has been clear: establish a price on emissions
of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases (GHGs) that internalizes
the far-reaching external costs of climate change in market transactions
(e.g., Nordhaus 1992; Stavins 1997; Stern 2007). In sharp contrast to this
prescription, a diverse patchwork of climate policy measures has proliferated,
and where CO2 pricing policies do exist, the prices established typically fall far
short of the levels necessary to fully internalize the estimated marginal social
cost of climate damages.
The failure of governments to establish a pricing (or equivalent market-

based) approach to climate change mitigation—or to adequately price carbon
when they succeed in doing so—can be largely attributed to a variety of
persistent political economy challenges. In particular, climate changemitigation
is a global collective action challenge (Olson 1984), demanding coordination
among many disparate stakeholders (e.g., nations, emitting industries, individ-
ual consumers). Meanwhile, the benefits of climate mitigation are uncertain,
unevenly distributed, and accrue primarily to future generations (IPCC 2014),
while the costs of climate mitigation are born immediately, with acute distribu-
tional impacts for particular constituencies (Burtraw et al. 2002; Bovenberg,
Goulder, and Gurney 2005; Rausch and Karplus 2014). Climate mitigation thus
has all the hallmarks of an intergenerational principal agent problem
(Eisenhardt 1989), with private costs of mitigation out of proportion to the
private benefits for many actors. Furthermore, climate policy must be estab-
lished through political processes, which invoke classic challenges in public
choice (Arrow 1970; Black 1987; Buchanan and Tullock 1999; Downs 1957) and



are vulnerable to capture by vested interests (Stigler 1971). Voters frequently
express limited tolerance for measures that have salient impacts on their private
welfare (such as tax or energy price increases) (Kotchen, Boyle, and Leiserowitz
2013; Johnson and Nemet 2010). Industrial sectors with high concentrations of
assets that would lose considerable value under carbon pricing policies (e.g.,
fossil energy extraction, fossil electricity production, fuel refining, concrete
production, and energy-intensive manufacturing) have also mounted vocifer-
ous and often effective opposition to climate policies. As a result of these public
choice dynamics, policy-makers tend to support policies that minimize salient
impacts on businesses and households, minimize burdens on strategically
important sectors, and/or redistribute rents in a manner that secures a
politically-durable coalition. In practice, policy-makers have thus preferred
command-and-control regulations that are narrowly targeted (and thus allow
for regulatory capture while reducing scope for opposition) and subsidies
(which allow for transfers of rents while spreading policy costs broadly and
indirectly across the tax base), rather than uniformly pricing CO2 (Gawel,
Strunz, and Lehmann 2014; Karplus 2011).

These persistent political economy constraints motivate a search for climate
policies that are politically feasible, environmentally effective, and economic-
ally efficient (Jenkins 2014). As in many other domains of economic regula-
tion, second best (Lipsey and Lancaster 1956) climate policy mechanisms
abound. By paying close attention to the distributional impacts of different
climate policy instruments and their interaction with potentially binding
political constraints, economists, political scientists, and policy-makers
can help design climate policy responses that are both palatable enough to
be implemented today and economically superior to politically feasible
alternatives.

In light of these challenges, this chapter aims to develop general insights
about the design of climate policy in the face of binding political constraints.
We employ a stylized partial-equilibriummodel of the energy sector to explore
the welfare implications of combining a CO2 price with the strategic applica-
tion of revenues to compensate for and/or relieve several potential political
constraints on carbon pricing policies. Specifically, we implement constraints
of varying severity on: 1) the maximum feasible CO2 price itself; 2) the
maximum tolerable increase in final energy prices; 3) a maximum tolerable
decline in energy consumer surplus; and 4) a maximum decline in fossil
energy producer surplus. Under each political constraint, we identify the
CO2 price, subsidy for clean energy production, and lump-sum transfers to
energy consumers or fossil energy producers that maximizes total welfare.

This chapter begins by contrasting the range of carbon pricing policies
implemented across the world with estimates of the full social cost of carbon
(Section 3.2). We then introduce our model formulation and stylized repre-
sentations of four political constraints that could explain the relatively low
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carbon prices that have been achieved to date in real world policy-making
contexts (Section 3.3). We then present numerical results demonstrating that
improvements in total welfare and carbon abatement can be achieved by the
strategic application of carbon pricing revenues under each of the four polit-
ical constraints considered (Section 3.4). Finally, we discuss the implications of
these findings for climate policy and ongoing research (Section 3.5).

3 .2 CARBON PRICING IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

Economists generally conceptualize climate change as a conventional envir-
onmental externality caused by emissions of GHGs, which are globally-acting
stock pollutants. As such, the traditional economic prescription involves
establishing a Pigouvian fee (Pigou 1932) on GHG emissions that corrects
for the unpriced externality, either via an emissions tax (Metcalf andWeisbach
2009) or a market-based emissions cap and permit trading mechanism (Coase
1960; Stavins 2008). While there are conceptual and practical differences
between CO2 taxes and emissions trading programmes (Aldy et al. 2010;
Weitzman 1974), here we will refer to both instruments collectively as ‘carbon
pricing policies’. If these instruments successfully establish a carbon price that
internalizes the full climate-change-related external damages associated with
emissions of CO2 and other GHGs, the private costs of GHG emitting
activities will reflect their marginal social costs, theoretically restoring a level
of emissions that is Pareto optimal.
Marginal damage estimates for climate change are expressed in terms of the

social cost of CO2 emissions, or the ‘social cost of carbon’ (SCC). There is great
uncertainty surrounding the true estimate of the SCC, both because damages
from climate change under a given level of warming are uncertain and because
calculating such figures involves normative judgements such as the appropriate
inter-generational discount rate. As shown in Figure 3.1, a review of the literature
(Tol 2011) suggests a price on the order of $75 per tonne CO2 (tCO2) in constant
2015 US dollars is necessary in order to internalize the full SCC. The US
Environmental Protection Agency also estimates the SCC under different dis-
count rates, which federal agencies apply to estimate the climate benefits of
regulations. Average estimates assuming a 3 per cent discount rate increase
over the period 2015–50 from $41 to $80 per tCO2 (EPA 2015).
While a variety of jurisdictions have implemented some form of carbon

pricing instrument, real-world examples of CO2 prices that fall squarely within
the central range of SCC estimates are few and far between (Figure 3.1).
Sweden ($130 per tCO2), Switzerland ($62), Finland ($47–62, depending on
the fuel), and Norway ($53) are all at the very high end of the spectrum. Each
of these nations is relatively wealthy and has abundant supplies of low-carbon
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Figure 3.1. CO
2
prices in markets around the world, compared to the social cost of carbon.

Note: Values adjusted to 2015 US dollars; by authors using the US Bureau of Labor Statistics inflation index.

Sources: Authors’ illustration. Social cost of carbon estimates from Tol (2011); CO
2
prices from Kossoy et al. (2015).



electricity. Yet even these nations frequently adjust carbon pricing policies in
light of political constraints. Sweden, for example, appears to have the highest
carbon price in the world. Yet the carbon tax was implemented as part of a
series of reforms in 1991 that simultaneously reduced existing energy
taxes by 50 per cent. The total effect was to lower overall tax rates on fossil
energy consumption (Johansson 2000). Furthermore, Sweden exempts trade-
exposed, energy-intensive industries such as pulp-and-paper and mining from
the carbon tax entirely, while other industrial emitters pay only half the
tax rate. Power plants and district heating are also exempt from the tax and
instead fall under the European Union’s Emissions Trading System (EU-ETS),
which imposes a price of just $8 per tCO2 (World Bank 2014). Switzerland
similarly allows industrial emitters to opt out of the carbon tax if they
participate in the country’s own ETS, in which CO2 permits trade for just $9
per tonne. Meanwhile, most countries and regions that have implemented
CO2 prices to date have established prices below $15 per tonne (Kossoy et al.
2015), including the most significant carbon pricing policies established
by the world’s largest emitters: the EU-ETS, China’s ETS pilots, Japan’s
carbon tax, and two regional programmes in the United States, the US north
east’s Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative and California’s cap-and-trade
programme.
A central premise of this chapter is that political economy constraints

explain why the majority of carbon pricing policies around the world today
fall well below the central range of estimates of the full social cost of carbon.
Any effort to transform the energy system will create economic and political
winners and losers, and introducing a CO2 price is no exception. Climate
policy design and instrument choice must therefore contend not only with
efficiency concerns, but also with distributional impacts and the resulting
implications for political feasibility and durability. Attention to how clever
policy design can manage the distributional impacts and costs associated with
a clean energy transition while maximizing the efficiency of policy measures is
an important (and elusive) challenge.

3 .3 MODEL AND SCENARIO IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present a stylized model of the energy sector to simulate
CO2 pricing and policy strategies under political economy constraints. The
model is based on a single aggregate energy demand function and two energy
supply sub-sectors: a CO2-emitting fossil energy sector and a zero-emissions
clean energy sector (e.g., renewable and nuclear energy). For analytical tract-
ability, we assume constant linear slopes for both supply and demand curves.
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We further assume the two energy supply sub-sectors are perfectly competitive
and are perfect substitutes.

We parameterize the model to roughly approximate the current US energy
sector, with 100 Quadrillion British thermal units (Quads) of energy supplied,
80 per cent of which is initially supplied by the fossil energy sub-sector and 20
per cent by the clean energy sub-sector. The initial energy price is $10 billion
per Quad (or $10 per million British thermal units), yielding an aggregate
annual energy expenditure of $1 trillion. The fossil energy sector emits 5,276
million metric tonnes of CO2, equivalent to 2013 US energy-related emissions
(EIA 2014).

Policy decisions include the level of CO2 price established, a subsidy per
unit of energy supplied by the clean energy sub-sector, and lump-sum trans-
fers to fossil energy producers or energy consumers to compensate for the
private welfare impacts of policy decisions. The model is solved to maximize
aggregate social welfare over a single time period and is subject to market
clearing constraints and one of four stylized representations of commonly-
encountered political economy constraints: a direct constraint on the CO2

price; a constraint on the increase in final energy prices; a constraint on the
decrease in net energy consumer surplus; or a constraint on the decrease in net
fossil producer surplus. The remainder of this section describes the mathem-
atical formulation of the core model (Section 3.3.1) and the political constraint
scenarios explored (Section 3.3.2).

3.3.1 Model Formulation

Energy demand and consumer surplus—The aggregation of household, com-
mercial, and industrial demand for energy is represented as a single aggregate
inverse demand function representing the marginal benefit of consumption:

MBðqÞ ¼ d−1ðpÞ ¼ αd þ βdq; ð1Þ
where q = qf + qc or the sum of both fossil (qf) and clean (qc) energy consumed
and p is the market clearing price of energy. The marginal benefit of con-
sumption is declining in the quantity consumed (βd < 0) and βd is parameter-
ized based on a plausible initial point estimate of the elasticity of demand.
The intercept, αd, is then set to yield 100 Quads of total consumption in the
no-policy case at an initial price of $10 billion per Quad.

Consumer surplus is then expressed as the cumulative benefit of consump-
tion less expenditures on energy and net of the welfare value of any lump-sum
transfers (rd):

CSðq, rdÞ ¼
ðq
0
MBðqÞdq−pqþ φdrd ¼ αdqþ 1

2
βdq

2−pqþ φdrd: ð2Þ
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The parameter φd captures the ‘efficiency’ at which sums are transferred
to consumers. If this value is set to 1.0, each unit of revenues transferred to
consumers translates directly to one unit of increase in consumer surplus.
Alternatively, if φd < 1.0, consumers do not value transfers equivalently to the
benefits of consumption, requiring greater lump-sum transfers to offset initial
private surplus losses. This parameter can therefore be used to capture loss
aversion (Kahneman and Tversky 1984) on the part of consumers.
Fossil energy supply and fossil producer surplus—Fossil energy supplies are

represented via a linear marginal cost curve with final cost sensitive to the
imposition of a CO2 price (τ):

MCf ðqf , τÞ ¼ αf þ τρf þ βf qf ; ð3Þ

where ρf is the CO2 emissions rate of fossil energy supply. Marginal costs are
increasing with the quantity produced (βf > 0) and, as with consumer demand,
βf is parameterized based on an initial point estimate of the elasticity of supply.
αf is then set to yield 80 Quads of total fossil energy production in the no-
policy case at an initial price of $10 billion per Quad.
Fossil producer surplus is expressed as the sum of revenues less cumulative

production costs and tax payments and net of any lump-sum transfers (rf):

PSf ðqf , τ, rf Þ ¼ pqf−
ðqf
0
MCðqf , τÞdqf þ φf rf

¼ pqf−αf qf−
1
2
βf q

2
f −τρf qf þ φf rf :

ð4Þ

As with lump-sum transfers to consumers, φf represents the ‘efficiency’ at
which lump-sum transfers to producers offset producer surplus losses due to
climate policy decisions.
Clean energy supply and clean producer surplus—Clean energy supply is

likewise represented as a linear marginal cost curve with final costs adjusted by
a per-unit production subsidy (σ) applied to all clean energy production:

MCf ðqf ; σÞ ¼ αc−σþ βcqc: ð5Þ
Marginal costs are increasing with the quantity produced (βc > 0), and βc is
again parameterized based on an initial elasticity of supply with αc then set to
yield 20 Quads of total clean energy production in the no-policy case at an
initial price of $10 billion per Quad.
Clean energy producer surplus is the sum of revenues and subsidy payments

less cumulative production costs:

PScðqc, σÞ ¼ pqc−
ðqc
0
MCðqc; σÞdqc ¼ pqc−αcqc−

1
2
βcq

2
c þ σqc: ð6Þ
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Note that this formulation applies subsidies to both inframarginal and
marginal clean energy production. A more targeted policy measure could
reduce the required revenues by applying to marginal production only,
reducing the required revenues (and the total transfer to clean energy
producers).

Aggregate supply function—The aggregate supply curve corresponding to
the marginal cost of supplying an additional unit of energy is the horizontal
sum of fossil and clean energy marginal cost functions:

MCtðq; τ; σÞ ¼ αc−σ

βc
þ αf þ τρf

βf

 !
βf βc

βf þ βc

 !
þ βf βc

βf þ βc

 !
q: ð7Þ

Government revenues and climate damages—Net government revenues pro-
duced by the CO2 tax after transfers to consumers and fossil producers or used
to fund clean energy subsidies contribute to overall welfare as follows:

Rðrf ; rd; σ; τÞ ¼ φgðτρf qf−σqc−rf−rd). ð8Þ

In this case, φg > 1.0 indicates that government revenues offset other distor-
tionary taxes elsewhere and therefore deliver a ‘double dividend’ (Goulder
1998), increasing their net impact on social welfare. Alternatively, if net
revenues are assumed to be utilized inefficiently, this value can be set such
that φg < 1.0.

Climate-related damages associated with CO2 emissions are a simple func-
tion of the quantity of fossil energy supplied:

Eðqf Þ ¼ ηρf qf ; ð9Þ

where η is the full social cost of carbon.
Objective function and constraints—The objective function (10) maximizes

total social welfare given as the sum of consumer and producer surplus and the
welfare value of government revenues less climate-related damages from CO2

emissions. The model is subject to equilibrium market clearing constraints
(11–12).

MaxWð⋅Þ ¼ CSðq, rdÞ þ PSf ðqf , τ, rf Þ þ PScðqc, σÞ
þRðrf , rd , σ, τÞ−Eðqf Þ ð10Þ

s:t:p ¼ MBðqÞ ¼ MCtðqÞ ¼ MCf ðqf , tÞ ¼ MCcðqc, sÞ ð11Þ

q ¼ qf þ qc: ð12Þ
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3.3.2 Political Economy Constraint Scenarios
and Analytical Solutions

Direct CO2 price constraint—The first political economy constraint considered
is a direct constraint on the level of the CO2 price of the form:

τ � �τ; ð13Þ
where �τ is the maximum politically feasible carbon price level and where �τ<η
(the full SCC).
In this case, social welfare (10) is maximized when the CO2 price approaches

the SCC as closely as possible (i.e., τ* ¼ �τ). However, due to the political
economy constraint, the carbon price remains below the full SCC (i.e., τ*<η).
Therefore, un-internalized climate-related damages remain, which can be
reduced further by using revenues to subsidize clean energy adoption and
reduce fossil energy consumption. However, the imposition of a subsidy creates
several distortions in the market, including a distortion in total consumption, a
distortion in fossil energy production, and a distortion in clean energy produc-
tion. The optimal clean energy subsidy under this constraint is thus the value
that equalizes the marginal increase in deadweight loss due to distortions
introduced by the subsidy and the marginal decrease in unpriced external
damage from CO2 emissions due to the reduction in fossil fuel consumption
driven by the subsidy. See Jenkins and Karplus (2016) for a full derivation of the
optimal subsidy level and analysis of comparative statics for this case.
Energy price constraint—The second political economy constraint we con-

sider is a constraint on the change in the equilibrium energy price after policy
decisions. This constraint takes the form:

pðτ, σÞ � p0ð1þ�Δp), ð14Þ
where p(τ, σ) is the equilibrium energy price as a function of the CO2 price and
clean energy subsidy policy decisions, p0 is the equilibrium energy price absent
policy intervention (i.e., p(τ = 0, σ = 0)), and�Δp is the maximum per cent
change in energy price permitted by political economy considerations.
Under such a constraint, a CO2 pricing instrument alone would be sub-

optimal. The CO2 price would be allowed to rise only until it exhausts the
political tolerance for energy price increases, internalizing a limited portion of
the climate-related externality. In this case, however, welfare could be further
improved by combining the carbon price with a clean energy subsidy, which
by reducing final energy prices ceteris paribus, allows for a larger CO2 price to
be established than would otherwise be possible. At the same time, as in the
direct CO2 price constraint case, the subsidy itself leads to substitution of clean
energy for fossil energy, further reducing deadweight loss associated with any
remaining unpriced climate externality. The welfare-maximizing CO2 price
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and clean energy subsidy level under this constraint is thus the combination
that internalizes a greater share of the climate externality and induces further
reductions in unpriced damages while balancing these benefits against dead-
weight loss due to market distortions induced by the clean energy subsidy.
Again, see Jenkins and Karplus (2016) for a full derivation of the optimal
subsidy level and analysis of comparative statics for this case.

Consumer surplus constraint—Limits on the decrease in energy consumer
surplus due to climate policy form an additional political economy constraint,
captured in our model as follows:

CSðτ, σ, rdÞ � CS0ð1−�ΔCS), ð15Þ
where CS(τ, σ, rd) is final consumer surplus as a function of the carbon price
and clean energy subsidy decisions and net of any lump-sum transfers, CS0

is the consumer surplus absent policy intervention, and�ΔCS is the
maximum per cent change in producer surplus allowed by political economy
considerations.

Assuming efficient transfers, the first-best solution is within reach under a
constraint of this form. The welfare-maximizing strategy under this constraint
is to establish a CO2 price equal to the full SCC (τ* ¼ η) while offsetting the
impact on consumer surplus via lump-sum transfers (rc). While a clean energy
subsidy can also reduce the final impact on consumer surplus by reducing the
final energy price paid by consumers, this strategy is less efficient than a lump-
sum transfer, as the subsidy introduces several distortions into the market.

In the case that either φc < 1.0 or φg > 1.0, this strategy incurs additional
efficiency losses, which must be balanced against the reduction in climate-
related deadweight loss that results from relaxing the indirect constraint on
carbon prices. If φc < 1.0, representing loss aversion on the part of energy
consumers, the most efficient strategy to mitigate the impact on consumer
surplus will include a non-zero clean energy subsidy, as the subsidy also
mitigates consumer surplus loss by reducing final energy prices. Indeed, the
welfare-maximizing strategy when φc < 1.0 would equalize the marginal dead-
weight loss associated with distortions due to the clean energy subsidy with the
deadweight loss associated with the inefficiency of compensatory transfers to
consumers. Cases where φc < 1.0 could therefore also be considered a hybrid of
the energy price and consumer surplus constraints.

Fossil producer surplus constraint—The final political economy constraint
we consider is a constraint on the decline in fossil energy producer surplus
induced by climate policy decisions:

PSf ðτ, σ, rf Þ � PS0f ð1−�ΔPSf ), ð16Þ
where PSf ðτ, σ, rf Þ is final fossil producer surplus as a function of carbon tax
and clean energy subsidy decisions and net of any lump-sum transfers, PS0f is the
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producer surplus absent policy intervention, and�ΔPSf is themaximumper cent
change in producer surplus allowed by political economy considerations.
As with the consumer surplus constraint, assuming transfers are friction-

less, the welfare-maximizing strategy is to impose a CO2 price equal to the full
SCC (τ∗* = η) while compensating fossil energy producers as required to satisfy
the political economy constraint via lump-sum transfers (rf). As a clean energy
subsidy would only further reduce fossil producer surplus and introduce
market distortions, σ* = 0 under this constraint.
Again, if either φf < 1.0 or φg > 1.0, transfers to producers incur additional

welfare losses. In this case, the optimal transfer would equalize the marginal
reduction in climate-related deadweight loss achieved by offsetting producer
surplus impacts and relaxing the indirect constraint on the carbon price on the
one hand, and the marginal deadweight loss associated with the inefficiency of
compensatory payments and the impact of distortionary taxes elsewhere in the
economy on the other.

3 .4 RESULTS

In this section, we present results for a numerical simulation using the model
presented in Section 3.3. To demonstrate the mechanisms by which strategic
allocation of carbon pricing revenues achieves superior performance, we
compare two cases for each of the four political constraint scenarios defined
in Section 3.3.2. a case in which a CO2 price is introduced and all revenues
collected are retained by the state, and a case in which some portion of the
revenues from the CO2 charge are used to achieve either additional CO2

reductions by subsidizing clean energy or to offset the burden on producers
or consumers through government transfers. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 demonstrate
the improvement in total welfare and CO2 emissions reductions, respectively,
under each of the four forms of political economy constraints considered
herein.
In all cases, we assume the full SCC is $75 per tCO2 (as per the median

estimate from Figure 3.1), initial elasticities of demand and supply of −0.8 and
0.8 respectively, and that φg, φf and φc equal 1.0 (i.e., all transfers are friction-
less). See Jenkins and Karplus (2016) for analysis of the sensitivity of outcomes
to alternative values for the price elasticities of supply and demand.

3.4.1 Direct Constraint on the CO2 Price

In a world where the politically-feasible CO2 price remains below the full SCC,
using revenues to subsidize clean energy results in additional welfare gain and
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CO2 emissions reduction, relative to the constrained no-subsidy case, as
shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. The largest welfare gains from the subsidy
occur when the CO2 price constraint binds at low levels. In the absence of
any carbon price at all, the welfare-maximizing clean energy subsidy achieves
11 per cent of the maximum reduction in CO2 and improvement in welfare
achievable under the first-best carbon pricing level, given these parameters. If
the allowable carbon tax is constrained at very low levels, funding the optimal
clean energy subsidies may require additional revenues from elsewhere in
government budgets, and the policy as a whole will be revenue consuming
(see Figure 3.5). When the CO2 price rises, the welfare and emissions per-
formance improvements from the clean energy subsidy decline. This is
because the optimal subsidy level decreases as the damages associated with
emissions are steadily internalized by the carbon price. In all cases, a non-zero
subsidy improves overall welfare unless the carbon price equals the full
SCC. In addition, as revenues from the tax increase, the optimal policy
becomes revenue generating (see Figure 3.5).

The direct constraint on CO2 prices is in many ways the most challenging
constraint to overcome via the strategic use of carbon pricing revenues.
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Figure 3.2. Total welfare gain under four political constraint scenarios.
Source: Authors’ analysis and illustration.
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Subsidizing clean energy in this case does not relax the constraint itself, but
merely compensates for the low carbon price by delivering additional abate-
ment. However, this abatement comes at the cost of economic distortions
introduced by the subsidy, delivering relatively modest improvements in
overall welfare. By contrast, under the other constraints, use of revenues not
only generates additional abatement but also directly relaxes the constraint
itself, allowing for higher carbon prices to be achieved than would otherwise
be possible.

3.4.2 Constraint on Final Energy Price Increases

Under a constraint on the allowable energy price increase, employing carbon
pricing revenues to subsidize clean energy enables a significantly higher price
of CO2, as demonstrated in Figure 3.4. As clean energy subsidies reduce final
energy prices, ceteris paribus, deploying revenues to subsidize clean energy
alternatives effectively relaxes the constraint on the energy price increase. For
example, using clean energy subsidies to offset the rising costs of energy
enables a carbon price of $35 per tCO2 even when only a negligible increase
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in final energy prices is permitted. In addition, as in the carbon price con-
straint case, the clean energy subsidy drives additional abatement that would
not be achieved via the carbon price alone, further improving overall welfare.
These benefits again trade off against the deadweight loss due to distortions
induced by the clean energy production subsidy.

In combination, the carbon price and clean energy subsidy deliver much
greater CO2 reductions than a carbon price alone, especially when the energy
price increase is constrained at low levels (Figure 3.3). Given the parameters
assumed here, nearly two-thirds of the optimal reduction in CO2 emissions
can be achieved without increasing final energy prices at all. Employing
revenues to fund clean energy subsidies improves the environmental per-
formance of the policy intervention until the full social cost of carbon is
internalized. Overall welfare improves similarly when revenues are used to
subsidized clean energy production, achieving two-thirds of the optimal
welfare gain even when no increase in energy prices is permitted, rising to
nearly 90 per cent when a 5 per cent increase in final energy prices is
tolerated (Figure 3.2).
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3.4.3 Constraints on Net Energy Consumer and Fossil
Producer Surplus Loss

Unlike the prior cases, where political constraints continue to result in a
second-best CO2 pricing level, redistributing carbon revenues as lump-sum
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transfers allows the private surplus losses for energy consumers or fossil
producers to be fully offset. As a result, under constraints on consumer or
producer surplus loss, the strategic use of revenues makes the optimal carbon
price immediately feasible, provided transfers are frictionless and available
funds are sufficient. When compensatory transfers are utilized, the CO2

externality can be fully internalized, maximizing welfare (Figure 3.2) and
driving optimal CO2 emissions levels for all values of the constraint
(Figure 3.3). In contrast, if compensatory transfers are not employed, the
available CO2 price rises linearly under this form of constraint as the allowable
consumer or producer surplus loss increases, and welfare and emissions
outcomes are similarly constrained.

Importantly, this first-best outcome depends on lump-sum transfers being
frictionless and consumers and producers exhibiting no loss aversion, two
assumptions which in practice may be unrealistic. These results thus raise
three important questions: 1) what is the real loss, if any, due to frictions or
administrative overhead, which would reduce the efficiency of transfers;
2) what is the opportunity cost of using revenues for transfers rather than to
reduce other distortive government taxes; and 3) what is the additional
compensation, if any, demanded by loss-averse consumers and producers
(i.e., do recipients of transfers demand more than a dollar of compensation
to offset each dollar of foregone surplus)? Our framework provides a way to
consider transfer inefficiency and loss aversion in calculations of deadweight
loss, which will have implications for the optimal CO2 price, CO2 emissions
abatement, and distribution of welfare impacts. We will leave a full analysis of
these implications for future work.

3.4.4 Disposition of Welfare

As Figure 3.5 illustrates, the distribution of welfare under the four political
economy constraint cases differs significantly. As one might expect, con-
sumers and fossil producers are best off under the respective cases where
political constraints motivate direct transfers to offset any surplus losses they
incur due to policy intervention. At the same time, consumers are almost
equally well off when revenues are used to subsidize clean energy in the face of
a constraint on energy price increases. Here, clean energy subsidies drive
incremental substitution of clean for dirty energy and keep final energy prices
low, insulating energy consumers from welfare losses. Similarly, as total
reductions in fossil energy use are modest under the case where the CO2

price is directly constrained, fossil producers are nearly as well off in this case
as they are under the direct constraint on fossil producer losses. Political
constraints on the carbon price or energy price increases may therefore be
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interpreted as the indirect expression of concern about producer or consumer
surplus losses, respectively, particularly in cases where consumers and produ-
cers exhibit significant loss aversion and thus view compensatory payments in
an inferior light.
Clean energymarket share and the growth of clean energy producer surplus is

most significant under the energy price constraint (Figure 3.5). If the size and
relative economic importance of clean energy production sectors positively
affects the political durability of coalitions that support climate mitigation
policy and increases tolerance for future increases in carbon prices, combining
a carbon price with subsidies for clean energy producers may yield additional
dynamic benefits. Similarly, incrementally higher deployment of clean energy in
the near term could drive learning-by-doing, economies of scale, or induced
research and innovation, decreasing the cost of clean energy supply in the
future, although the magnitude of these benefits is uncertain. Over time, the
result would be greater mitigation at a given cost, an important dynamic benefit
to consider.

3 .5 CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
POLICY AND RESEARCH

Global experience to date suggest that the distributional impacts of carbon
pricing policies on energy producers and consumers make it difficult to
legislate CO2 price levels needed to fully internalize the climate change
externality. This reality points to two important ongoing agendas for research:
one aimed at improving on existing estimates of the social cost of carbon and
evaluating the impacts of fully internalizing these damages through CO2

pricing, and another that starts from the presently feasible set of alternatives,
taking political constraints as binding in the near term, and evaluates options
for improving welfare and expanding this feasible set over time. In the latter
case, the goal is to identify policy designs that are not too distant from the
efficient frontier and that alter the relative influence of actors in ways that
support gradual convergence towards a socially optimal CO2 price. Although
methods for estimating the SCC are still hotly debated, as long as prevailing
CO2 prices remain below the lower end of the SCC range, as they do in many
CO2 pricing systems at present, focusing on political constraints is important
to answering the critical question: how do we begin to address climate change-
related externalities as efficiently and effectively as possible given today’s
political realities?
In this analysis, we investigated the impact of four different political

economy constraints on carbon pricing, focusing on how the stringency of
the constraints affect the welfare gain associated with alternative uses of CO2
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price revenues. We find that in all cases, using revenues to subsidize additional
abatement or offset private surplus loss improves total welfare, relative to a
constrained case where revenues are simply used for general government
purposes. We show that compensating for a direct constraint on the CO2

price delivers modest gains, because the benefits associated with additional
abatement are offset by deadweight loss resulting from over-consumption
induced by clean energy subsidies. In this respect, a constraint on the absolute
level of the CO2 price constitutes the most restrictive case. By contrast, greater
welfare gains are possible under a constraint on energy price increases, as
carbon pricing revenues can be used to subsidize clean energy and keep final
energy prices low, allowing a higher carbon price to be achieved than would
otherwise be possible. Indeed, when revenues are deployed to subsidize clean
energy, a substantial CO2 price is possible even if no increase in final energy
prices is tolerated at all. Finally, using revenues to offset consumer and
producer surplus loss supports a return to optimal CO2 price levels and a
first-best solution—with the important caveat that compensatory transfers
must be frictionless and consumers and producers do not exhibit loss aversion.

While the analysis presented herein develops intuition about how con-
straints function individually and in an idealized context, reality is inevitably
more complex. An important question for decision-makers and political
scientists involves establishing which political economy constraints bind in
the jurisdiction in question and through which mechanisms they operate. In
practice, multiple political economy constraints may bind at the same time—
for example, a high CO2 price may be unavailable because covered parties are
concerned about the resulting energy price increase, or the magnitude of the
impact on consumer and producer surplus, or all of these. In the face of
multiple political economy constraints, one potential solution would be to dip
into government budgets to further subsidize CO2 abatement or to offset
reductions in consumer and producer surplus. However, this option requires
careful consideration of the opportunity cost of channelling additional funds
to relieve political economy constraints, as potential second-best solutions will
compete with each other, and with other possible uses of public funds, for
available government revenues. Ultimately, the political feasibility of this path
is constrained by public decision-making on appropriate spending priorities,
and the nature of the climate change problem is such that near-term public
investments with more concrete benefits may be preferred.

Our analysis shows that it is possible to achieve the first-best CO2 price if
revenues can be used to offset consumer and producer surplus losses. In
reality, however, none of the transfers discussed here are likely to be friction-
less. It is important therefore to also understand the real and perceived value
of these transfers to recipients and the general equilibrium implications of
changes in government revenues. Transfers to support clean energy subsidies
may also have associated frictions, which will magnify the relative inefficiency
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of the subsidy. On the other hand, more targeted subsidies which only apply to
supra-marginal suppliers could reduce the overall revenues required to drive
clean energy adoption and associated mitigation, an important consideration
in cases where subsidy programmes entail additional efficiency losses (i.e., due
to foregone opportunities to reduce other distortionary taxes). The nature and
magnitude of these frictions and their efficiency implications will be specific to
particular contexts, increasing the importance of understanding and quanti-
fying their impact on interests and incentives.
The main objective of this exercise was to put an analytical framework

around the question of how we can get started down a relatively efficient path
to a lower carbon world. The answer will be different, depending on the
unique political economy of the climate issue across nations and regions.
We conclude by briefly illustrating the guidance this framework would offer
policy-makers under different prevailing political constraints.
First, in jurisdictions without significant domestic fossil energy production

sectors, political constraints are likely to centre on concerns about the impact
of climate mitigation policies on household incomes and the economic com-
petitiveness of domestic industries. In such cases, the prevailing constraint is
likely to be the unwillingness of energy consumers to bear the burden of higher
energy prices and associated surplus loss. Our results suggest that an effective
policy strategy in the face of such constraints would be to establish a carbon
price while employing revenues to make clean energy cheaper and mitigate the
impact on final energy prices (i.e., via subsidies). Any remaining politically-
salient losses to energy consumers could be offset with lump-sum transfers as
needed (e.g., to trade-exposed industries or low-income households).
Second, in jurisdictions where influential fossil energy producers and indus-

trial energy consumers are aligned in opposition to CO2 pricing, neutralizing
opposition from industrial energy consumers by subsidizing clean energy adop-
tion and keeping energy input prices low could remove a major barrier to CO2

pricing, while allowing the CO2 price to rise to a meaningful level. Remaining
resistance from the fossil energy industry could then be addressed through
transfer payments—either taken from CO2 price revenues or elsewhere in the
government budget. This strategymay bemost viable in jurisdictions with strong
domestic fossil energy sectors and relatively large energy-intensive industrial
sectors, such as steel, aluminum, concrete, or pulp and paper production.
Under either case, if political constraints relax over time, whether as an

endogenous outcome of policy or a shift in stakeholder preferences, CO2

prices could rise towards the full social cost of carbon, achieving further
welfare gains. The dynamic impacts of near-term policy decisions on political
constraints over time is thus an additional key consideration worthy of future
research. For example, encouraging near-term deployment of clean energy to
an extent that realizes benefits from scale economies, learning, and a growing
clean energy constituency with a strong interest in its own continued survival
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and growth could have significant impacts on the political durability of climate
policy over time.

Clean energy transitions will inevitably create winners and losers. The scen-
arios and analysis presented herein suggest illustrative paths by which the costs
and distributional impacts of a clean energy transition could be smoothed over
time, gradually nudging the possible in the direction of the optimal.
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